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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to conduct an empirical test of the 

contrarian stock under bullish and bearish conditions in Indonesia and Malaysia 

stock market. The objectives of this study are: (1) to identify bullish and bearish 

periods in Indonesian and Malaysian Stock Exchange; (2) to identify contrarian 

stock during bullish and bearish period; and (3) to evaluate a portfolio 

performance with and without the contrarian stock. Samples for this study are 

weekly price and volume from Jakarta Composite Index, FTSE BM 100 Index, 

and 625 companies listed on both index. In 2014 – 2019, there are 5 bullish and 

4 bearish period in Indonesian market, and 3 bullish and 3 bearish period in 

Malaysian market. Contrarian stocks are found both in bullish and bearish in 

Indonesia, but only in bullsih in Malaysia. Portfolio with contrarian stock 

significantly has a lower risk than a portfolio without contrarian stock.  

Keywords: Bearish, Bullish; Bursa Malaysia; Contrarian Stock; Indonesian 

Capital Market; Markov-switching Autoreggresive 

1   Introduction 

In the stock market, there is a term called contrarian strategy. Contrarian 

strategy was first formulated by De Bondt and Thaler [1,2], where they argued 

that prior “losers” stocks generally out-performed the market and the “winner” 

stocks were under-performed. Contrarian strategy is defined as a strategy that is 

against the market in transaction activities [3]. Beta is a notation that measures 

the systematic risk in a stock and the volatility of that stock to its market. A 

negative beta value means that the volatility of that stock’s return is opposite to 

the volatility of the market’s return. This is what is meant by contrarian stock's 

term, a stock which its volatility against the market, but still has a positive 

return. 
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Respati, Purwanto, and Irwanto [4] in their research found that stocks with 

a negative beta value really exist in the Indonesian capital market. Interestingly, 

with those special characteristics of contrarian stocks, these stocks have a 

significant impact when included in the portfolio preparation. A portfolio that 

includes contrarian stocks in the portfolio significantly has a lower level of risk 

compared to portfolio without contrarian stocks [5]. On average, the addition of 

contrarian stocks in the portfolio is also able to increase the return and the value 

of the Sharpe ratio [5].  

However, in practice, these contrarian stocks are often leave unnoticed in 

the portfolio selection. Optimum portfolio selection using the Single Index 

Model method will exclude stocks with a negative beta value in the selection of 

the portfolio. This happen because those stocks will make the value of the 

Expected Return to Beta (ERB) to be negative. The deletion of stocks with a 

negative ERB value opens the assumption that the expected return reduced by 

risk-free assets will be negative. But what if the stock with a negative beta value 

has a positive expected return instead? The ERB will remain negative so it will 

still eliminate the beta-negative stocks. To include the contrarian stock in the 

portfolio, we should try another portfolio selection method. Markowitz’s Mean-

variance Model is the answer to the problem above, where the Mean-variance 

model does not consider the ERB calculation so it can accommodate stocks with 

negative beta values with positive returns into the portfolio selection. 

Markowitz is considered as the pioneer of modern portfolio theory [6]. 

But the analytical expression of Markowitz’s mean-variance efficient frontier 

was derived in his single-period portfolio model which can’t capture the 

dynamic nature of optimal portfolio allocation in practice. Many researchers 

extend the Markowitz’s static optimization model into a dynamic model. 

Among them are Samuelson [7] who extend the model into dynamic and 

considered a discrete-time consumption investment model and [8,9] who used 

stochastic optimal control in a continuous time model.  

In recent years, using regime switching models in portfolio optimization 

became more popular. Regime switching model is used due to the intention to 

reflect the state of the market. Separating state of the market is important due to 

the evidence that business cycles are asymmetric [10]. With time-varying 

parameter, regime-switching model are obviously more realistic than constant 

parameter models to reflect the random market environment [6]. With a regime 

switching model, the state of market can be roughly divided into two states, 

bullish and bearish. Bullish is a condition when market price is rising or its 

return are positive. In contrast, bearish is a condition when market price is 

decline or its return are negative. One of the most popular method to do regime 

switching analysis is Markov Switching Autoregressive.  



 

 

 

 

Zhou and Yin extended Markowitz’s mean-variance model under 

Markovian regime switching models in continuous time setting and a discrete 

time setting respectively [11]. After that, Markov switching autoregressive have 

been applied to many optimum portfolio selection, such as in Guidolin and 

Timmermann, Elliott and Siu, P. Chen and Yang, and Respati [5,6,12,13]. 

As we have stated in the paragraph above, Respati showed that contrarian 

stocks are proven to be found on the Indonesian capital market [5]. Logically, it 

will be easy for investors to identify contrarian stocks when the market is 

declining or bearish, because contrarian stock will experience bullish and easy 

to get positive returns. However, can contrarian stocks be found when the 

market is bullish? Because if the market is bullish, then contrarian stocks will 

move down and naturally stocks that move down will have a negative return. 

So, will the contrarian stocks will be found in bullish and bearish periods?  

Other question about the contrarian stocks are rising. Are contrarian 

stocks also found in other countries? To answer this question, this research will 

be conducted in Indonesia and Malaysia. We use Indonesian stock market as 

sample to test whether the contrarian stock is constantly can be found when we 

analyzed in different period. We also use Malaysian stock market to test whether 

contrarian stock can be found in other countries. Both Indonesia and Malaysia 

are influential countries in the ASEAN region. Figure 1 below shows the Jakarta 

Composite Index (JCI) as the stock market indicator in Indonesia and the FTSE 

Bursa Malaysia 100 index as the stock market indicator in Malaysia, in 2014 - 

2019. It can be seen that JCI was dominated by bullish, while the FTSE BM 100 

was dominated by sideways - bearish condition. With such differences in overall 

market conditions, a comparison and analysis of contrarian stocks in Indonesia 

and Malaysia will produce a comprehensive study. 

The objectives of this study are: (1) to identify the period of bullish and 

bearish period in Indonesian and Malaysian Stock Exchange; (2) to identify the 

contrarian stock in Indonesian and Malaysian Stock Exchange in both bullish 

and bearish periods; and (3) to evaluate the performance of the portfolio 

between a portfolio with the contrarian stock and without the contrarian stock. 

The rest of this paper is organized in the following manner: Section 2 

reviews relevant literature. Section 3 describes research methodology such as 

types and sources of data, research steps, and data processing and analyzing 

methods. Section 4 presents statistical and the empirical results. Section 5 

concludes the paper. 



 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Jakarta Composite Index (above) and FTSE Bursa Malaysia 100 (below) historical 

price from 2014 – 2019. 

2    Literature Review 

2.1  Bullish and Bearish 

 

Bullish is defined as a tendency that stock price is having an upward trend 

in the stock market, can be seen from the presence from increasing the stock 

price that penetrates the previous price’s upper limit and if decreasing, the 

decreasing not penetrate the previous price’s lower limit [14]. Otherwise, 

bearish is defined as a tendency that stock price is having a downward trend in 

the stock market, can be seen from the presence from decreasing stock price that 

penetrates the previous price’s lower limit, and if increase, the increasing does 

not penetrate the previous price’s upper limit. Fabozzi and Francis conduct 

research about alpha and beta in bullish and bearish conditions and showed that 



 

 

 

 

it needs to calculate beta separately from the bullish and bearish conditions [15]. 

Separating the calculation will give more accurate results and can accommodate 

changes in systematic beta risk due to changing market conditions. 

 

2.2   Markov Switching Model 

 

Generally, time series modeling is carried out using classic models such as 

Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), Autoregressive 

Conditional Heteroscedastic (ARCH), and Generalized Autoregressive 

Conditional Heteroscedasticity (GARCH) [16]. However, the three models 

above are not considering changes in conditions, until Hamilton [17] introduced 

the Markov Switching Model, that also known as Regime Switching, where this 

model can be used as an alternative model in which there were changes in 

conditions or regimes. By capturing changing conditions, this model can capture 

more complex dynamics data from data movement. 

The application of Markov Switching Model in the capital market has been 

widely used, for example in New York Stock Exchange [18], business cycle in 

United States of America [19], Indian Stock Market [20], and Indonesia [4]. 
 

2.3   Optimum Portfolio Theory 

 

Diversifying in the portfolio is such topic that arose from in the middle of 

the 20th century, but Modern Portfolio Theory first discovered by Harry M. 

Markowitz in 1952. Markowitz succeeded in distinguishing efficient portfolios 

from inefficient portfolios with a “set of efficient mean-variance combinations”, 

or later known as “efficient frontier” [21]. The process of selecting a portfolio 

is divided into two stages [22]. The first stage begins with observing the 

securities, seeing their past performance, and ends with the emergence of 

confidence in the performance of these securities in the future. The second stage 

begins with the emergence of the beliefs that are relevant to their future 

performance and ends with portfolio selection. A portfolio is efficient if there 

are no other options that provide a higher return with the same level of risk, or 

lower risk with the same level of return [23]. The optimal number of shares to 

form an optimal portfolio is in the range of 12 to 20 joint shares [24]. 

3   Research Methodology 

3.1   Types and Sources of Data 

 



 

 

 

 

In this study, firstly we purposed to divide the market state into bullish and 

bearish. For this purpose, we use Jakarta Composite Index (JCI) and FTSE 

Bursa Malaysia (BM) 100 weekly closing price. After that, we identify the 

existence of contrarian stock from every stock listed in JCI  or FTSE BM 100 

index. There are 674 companies listed in JCI and 100 companies listed in FTSE 

BM 100. For that purpose, we use weekly closing price from all 774 companies 

listed in both indexes. All weekly closing price data is collected from January 

2014 until December 2019. 

A series of data sampling processes is conducted for those 774 companies. 

The sampling methodology uses purposive sampling method with some criteria 

as follows: 

a. Listed on the JCI or FTSE BM 100 index during the observation period. 

b. The company has complete weekly stock price data during the 

observation period. 

c. The company did not conduct an IPO, not suspended by the regulators, 

or not removed from the stock exchange (delisting) during the 

observation period. 

3.2   Data Processing and Analyzing Methods 

 

3.2.1    Measurement of return and risk free rate 

This study employs the measurement of returns from the index and 

individual shares price. The return is calculated using the formula: 

 𝑟𝑖𝑡 = ln(
𝑃𝑖𝑡

𝑃𝑖(𝑡−1)
) (1) 

Where rit is return of security i in time t, Pit is price of security i in time t, 

and Pi(t-1) is price of security i in 1 period before t. 

Risk-free rates, notated as Rf, use the 10-year government bond rate and 

inflation in both Indonesia and Malaysia. The formula is as follows: 

 𝑅𝑓 =
1 + 𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐵𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒

1 + 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
 (2) 

3.2.2    Markov Switching Autoregressive Model 

Markov Switching Autoregressive model is used as an alternative to model 

a time series data in which there are changes in conditions or regimes [16]. But 

before that, there are some prerequisites that must be met before carrying out a 

Markov analysis. The time series data used must be stationary. A time series 

data is said to be stationary if E(yt) =  μ  and Var(yt) =  𝜎2 , constant for all t. 

Stationarity is divided into two, namely mean stationarity and variance 

stationarity. Visual stationarity testing can be done by making a plot and 



 

 

 

 

statistically it can be done with the Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) unit root 

test. 

In the Augmented Dickey Fuller test, stationarity was examined by 

determining whether the autoregressive polynomial had a root right in the unit 

circle or near the unit circle [16]. H0: = 1 (non-stationary data) and H1: <
1 (stationary data) [25]. H0 is rejected (stationary data) if τ̂μ < t∗ or if the 

probability value < α. t∗ is a critical value of Dickey Fuller. 

 τ̂𝜇 =
̂1

∗

SÊ(̂1
∗̂
)
 (3) 

With: 

 SÊ (̂1
∗̂
) = s(∑ (𝑦𝑡−1 − �̅�)2

𝑛

t=2
)−

1
2 (4) 

 s = ∑
(∇𝑦𝑡 − ̂0

∗
− ̂0

∗
𝑦𝑡−1)2

(n − 3)

𝑛

t=2
 (5) 

Hamilton formulates the modelling by switching on the value of mean and 

variance, as follows [26]: 

 𝑦𝑡 = 𝜇𝑠𝑡
+  𝑒𝑡 , 𝑒𝑡~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑠𝑡

2 ) (6) 

Where 𝑦𝑡 is observed datum and 𝑠𝑡 is condition or regime s at time t, where 

𝑠𝑡 ∈ {1, 2, … , 𝐾}, K are total of regimes. This research used JCI dan FTSE BM 

100 index as variables. It is assumed that thee are two regimes, bullish and 

bearish. So the value of K = 2.  

If there are a number of different possible K regimes, it is assumed that the 

changes between regimes controlled by Markov K-state chain are: 

 𝑝(𝑠𝑡 = 𝑗 | 𝑠𝑡−1 = 𝑖) =  𝑝𝑖𝑗, 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, … , K (7) 

with 𝑝𝑖𝑗 is a chance of a transition or change from state i to j. Then the transition 

opportunities are collected into the matrix as follows: 

 𝑃 =  [

p11 ⋯ pK1

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
p1K ⋯ pKK

] (8) 

Markov Switching Autoregressive (MSAR) is the simplest combination of 

Markov Switching with time series models [16]. If it is assumed that 𝑦𝑡 the 

autoregressive whose mean and variance influenced by 2 regime changes, then 

the MS(2)-AR(r) model can be written as follows [27]: 

  (L) (𝑦𝑡 − 𝜇𝑠𝑡
) =  𝑒𝑡 (9) 

 (yt − μst
) = 1 (yt−1 − μst−1

) + ⋯ + r (yt−r − μst−r
) +  et (10) 

With et ~ iidN (0, σst
2 ), also μst

 and 𝜎st
2  are valued μ1 and σ1

2 if the process are 

in regime 1, and valued μ2 and σ2
2 if the process are in regime 2. 

yt, yt−1, … , yt−r : observed data 



 

 

 

 

1,2, … ,r : autoregressive coefficient 

μst
, μst−1

, … , μst−r
 : mean in time t that influenced by regime changes  

𝜎st
2    : variance in time t that influenced by regime changes 

et   : residual in time t 

The value of μst
 can determine whether a state / regime is bullish or bearish. 

With the provisions of μ2 <  μ1, then st = 1 is the regime when the market is 

bullish and st = 2 is the regime when the market is bearish. 

3.2.3    Beta and Portfolio formula 
Beta coefficients are defined by the covariance of stock returns with market 

returns, as part of a market portfolio variant. Beta values can be obtained 

through this following formula: 

 𝛽𝑖 =  
𝐶𝑜𝑣 (𝑅𝑖, 𝑅𝑀)

𝜎𝑀2
 =

∑ (𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑅𝑖))(𝑅𝑀𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑅𝑀))𝑛
𝑡−1

∑ (𝑅𝑀𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑅𝑀))2𝑛
𝑡−1

 (11) 

Where 𝛽𝑖 is beta from stock i; 𝐶𝑜𝑣 (𝑅𝑖, 𝑅𝑀) is covariance between return from 

stock i dan market return; 𝜎𝑀2 is market return variance; 𝑅𝑖𝑡 is return of stock 

i in week t; 𝐸(𝑅𝑖) is expected return from stock i; RMt is market return in week 

t; and E(RM) is market expected return. 

Calculating expected portfolio returns can use this following formula: 

 𝐸(𝑅𝑝) = 𝛼𝑝𝑅 + 𝛽𝑝. 𝐸(𝑅𝑚) (12) 

Where 𝐸(𝑅𝑝) is portfolio expected return; 𝛼𝑝𝑅 is portofolio intercept; 𝛽𝑝 is 

portofolio beta; and 𝐸(𝑅𝑚) is market expected return. 

 If the expected portfolio return is known, then portfolio risk can be 

calculated from the value of the variance with this following formula: 

 𝜎𝑝
2 = 𝛽𝑝

2. 𝜎𝑀
2 + [∑ 𝑤𝑖𝜎𝑒𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1
]2 (13) 

Where 𝜎𝑝
2 is portofolio total risk; 𝛽𝑝

2 is portofolio beta; 𝜎𝑀
2  is market return 

variance; 𝑤𝑖 is stock i proportion; and 𝜎𝑒𝑖
2  is error. 

If the prevailing assumption is that the contribution of the proportion of 

funds from n share assets in the portfolio composition is the same, the non-

systematic risk in the portfolio will decrease to near zero if the investor adds n-

share assets to the portfolio. Based on the assumption that the funds shared is in 

the same proportion, portfolio risk is only influenced by the market, or bounded 

by beta and market return variance. Portfolio risk can be calculated using the 

following formula:  

 𝜎𝑝
2 = 𝛽𝑝

2. 𝜎𝑀
2  (14) 

Portfolio performance evaluation should be done after selecting a portfolio. 

In this study, Sharpe ratio is used due to its suitability because the measurement 



 

 

 

 

represents a large portion of the overall portfolio [28]. Portfolio performance 

evaluation in this study uses the Sharpe Ratio, with the following formula: 

 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑝𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝑅𝑝 − 𝑅𝑓

𝜎𝑇𝑅
 (15) 

Where 𝑅𝑝 is portfolio returns over the observed time period; 𝑅𝑓 is risk free 

asset returns over the observed time period; and 𝜎𝑇𝑅 is portofolio standard 

deviation over the observed time period. The higher the Sharpe ratio value, the 

better the portfolio performance. 

4   Empirical Results 

4.1 Bullish and Bearish Analysis in Indonesian and Malaysian Stock 

Market 

 

The first objective is to identify the bullish and bearish periods in the 

Indonesian and Malaysian capital markets. Jakarta Composite Index (JCI) and 

Financial Times Stock Exchange Bursa Malaysia 100 Index (FTSE BM 100) 

weekly price data from 2014 to 2019 are used to represent both market. 

Table 1. Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic for JCI and FTSE BM 100 return data 

Market T-statistic Probability 

Indonesia -18.94585 0.3717 

Malaysia -17.36725 0.2049 

1% critical value: -3.451214 

The data to be used in this study must follow the assumptions of 

stationarity. Table 1 shows the results of Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test 

from the JCI and FTSE BM 100 weekly return. From table it can be seen that 

the t-statistic value on both indexes is smaller than the critical value of the test. 

Thus, the weekly return data of both index is stationary and can be used for next 

step. 

Regime changes analysis using Markov Switching Autoregressive (MSAR) 

is conducted to determine the bullish and bearish period in the stock market. 

Table 2 shows the results of the MSAR test on both index. In Indonesia, variable 

C in regime 1 shows a negative value (-0.005). Meanwhile, variable C in regime 

2 gives positive value (0.003). Because regime 1 has negative value, thus is 

classified as a bearish condition (P(S(t) = 1), and regime 2 is classified as a 

bullish condition (P(S(t) = 2). In Malaysia, variable C in regime 1 gives a positive 

value which equal to 0.001, while the regime 2 gives a negative value which 



 

 

 

 

equal to -0.001. Thus, regime 1 is classified as a bullish condition (P(S(t) = 1), 

while regime 2 is classified as a bearish condition (P(S(t) = 2). 

Table 2. Markov-switching score on JCI  and FTSE BM 100 return data 

 Jakarta Composite Index  FTSE Bursa Malaysia 100 

Variable Coef. Std. Error Prob.  Coef. Std. Error Prob. 

 Regime 1 

C -0.005 0.003 0.089  0.001 0.001 0.283 

 Regime 2 

C 0.003 0.001 0.000  -0.001 0.001 0.345 

Probabilities for regime changes between one regime and another and 

expected duration for each regime can be seen in Table 3. In Indonesia, the 

probabilities that the market state change from bullish into bearish is 3.53%. 

While the probability from bearish into bullish is 11.76%. The probabilities that 

the bullish condition keep stays in bullish and the bearish keep stays in bearish 

condition are respectively 96.46% and 88.23%. The average time the JCI is in a 

bullish condition is 28.3 weeks, while in a bearish condition for 8.5 weeks. In 

Malaysia, the probability that the regime change from bullish into bearish 

condition in the following week is 1.73%. While the chance of changing from 

bearish into bullish in the following week is 1.47%. Chance of the market stays 

in its condition are 98.27% for bullish and 98.52% for bearish. The average 

bullish time in FTSE BM 100 is 57.8 weeks, and 67.6 weeks in bearish. 

Table 3. Constant transition probabilities and expected duration on JCI and FTSE BM 100 

Jakarta Composite Index  FTSE Bursa Malaysia 100 

Constant transition probabilities 

Regime Bullish Bearish  Regime Bullish Bearish 

Bullish 0.964669 0.035331  Bullish 0.982697 0.017303 

Bearish 0.117655 0.882345  Bearish 0.014791 0.985209 

Constant expected durations (weeks) 

 Bullish Bearish   Bullish Bearish 

 28.3 8.5   57.8 67.6 

Table 4 shows the duration of each market state. During 2014 until 2019, 

there were 5 bullish periods and 4 bearish periods identified on the JCI. The 

longest duration occurs on 15 January 2014 – 1 April 2015 or 64 weeks for 

bullish conditions, and on 8 April 2015 - 28 October 2015 or 30 weeks for 

bearish conditions. The shortest duration occurs from 22 May 2019 to 18 

December 2019 or for 31 weeks for bullish conditions and on 24 April 2019 - 

15 May 2019 or for 4 weeks for bearish conditions. Meanwhile, the FTSE BM 

100 had 3 bullish and 3 bearish periods. The longest bullish period occurred on 



 

 

 

 

4 May 2016 – 15 November 2017 or for 81 weeks. The longest bearish period 

occurred on 22 November 2017 – 21 August 2019 or for 92 weeks. The shortest 

bullish period occurred on 28 August 2019 – 23 October 2019 or for 9 weeks. 

The shortest bearish period occurred on 30 October 2019 – 18 December 2019 

or for 8 weeks. JCI and FTSE BM 100’s bullish bearish price mapping can be 

seen in Figure 2. 

Table 4. Time and duration of bullish and bearish conditions in JCI and FTSE BM 100 index 

 Jakarta Composite Index FTSE Bursa Malaysia 100 

Cond. Period Length 

(weeks) 

Period Length 

(weeks) 

Bull 1 15 Jan 2014 - 1 Apr 2015 64 15 Jan 2014 - 10 Sep 2014 35 

Bear 1 8 Apr 2015 - 28 Oct 2015 30 17 Sep 2014 - 27 Apr 2016 85 

Bull 2 4 Nov 2015 - 26 Oct 2016 52 4 May 2016 - 15 Nov 2017 81 

Bear 2 2 Nov 2016 - 7 Dec 2016 6 22 Nov 2017 - 21 Aug 2019 92 

Bull 3 14 Dec 2016 - 21 Feb 2018 63 28 Aug 2019 - 23 Oct 2019 9 

Bear 3 28 Feb 2018 - 22 Aug 2018 26 30 Oct 2019 - 18 Dec 2019 8 

Bull 4 29 Aug 2018 - 17 Apr 2019 34 - - 

Bear 4 24 Apr 2019 - 15 May 2019 4 - - 

Bull 5 22 May 2019 - 18 Dec 2019 31 - - 

4.2   Contrarian Stock Identification 

The next objective is to identify contrarian stock in each bullish and bearish 

period for both Indonesian and Malaysian stock market. But before that, it must 

be ensured that the stock to be selected in the portfolio have met the assumption 

of normality. After that, calculate the return and beta value from every stock 

that pass the normality test in each period. Stock that has positive return and 

negative beta value categorized as contrarian stocks. Regime duration, total 

shares that pass normality test, and number of contrarian stock in every period 

shown in Table 5. 

In Indonesia, contrarian stocks can be found in every period. Contrarian 

stocks are easier to found in bearish conditions than in bullish conditions. The 

2nd bearish period is the period where there are the most contrarian stocks, where 

10% from the sample, or as many as 33 stocks, were contrarian stocks. 

Meanwhile, in Malaysia, contrarian stocks are only found in bullish periods. 

There is no contrarian stock in the bearish period. This is quite interesting, 

considering theoretically when the market is in a bullish condition, stocks with 

negative beta tend to bearish. However, despite being in a bearish condition (as 

opposed to a bullish market condition), these stocks were able to record positive 

returns.  



 

 

 

 

The existence of contrarian stocks only in bullish period is expected to 

occur due to several factors. First, when the market is bearish, other stocks move 

pessimistic about market conditions. So that no stock move against market 

movements and produce a positive beta value. Second, if there is a stock moves 

against the market, those stock is not having positive return during that period. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Market state mapping on JCI and FTSE BM 100 index from 2014 – 2019. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Table 5. Total of contrarian stock identified 

Cond. Length 

(weeks) 

Total 

stock* 

Contrarian 

Stock 

Cond. Length 

(weeks) 

Total 

stock* 

Contrarian 

Stock 

Indonesia 

Bull 1 64 84 3 Bear 1 30 179 1 

Bull 2 52 102 7 Bear 2 6 331 33 

Bull 3 63 71 3 Bear 3 26 110 5 

Bull 4 34 150 14 Bear 4 4 213 20 

Bull 5 31 99 5     

Malaysia 

Bull 1 35 51 5 Bear 1** 85 29 0 

Bull 2 81 30 2 Bear 2** 92 20 0 

Bull 3 9 78 20 Bear 3** 8 8 0 

* Number of stocks that have passed the normality assumption, from population 433 

stock in JCI and 100 stock in FTSE BM 100 index 

** There is no contrarian stock in this period. 

4.2   Portfolio Performance Comparison 

After we identified the contrarian stock in each period, the next step is 

selecting an optimum portfolio. Optimum portfolio selection is done using the 

Markowitz’s mean-variance method. Portfolio selection, both in Indonesia and 

in Malaysia, are divided into two parts: a portfolio with contrarian stocks and a 

portfolio without contrarian stocks.  

Table 6. Sharpe ratio, risk, and return score of the efficient portfolio on every period 

Cond. 
Portfolio with contrarian stock Portfolio without contrarian stock 

Sharpe ratio Risk Return Sharpe ratio Risk Return 

Indonesia 
Bull 1 0.7541 0.0094 0.0073 0.6519 0.0117 0.0079 

Bear 1 0.3552 0.0144 0.0054 0.3525 0.0140 0.0052 

Bull 2 0.8135 0.0096 0.0086 0.7375 0.0126 0.0101 

Bear 2 1.1262e+07 3.349e-10 0.0047 5.5269e+06 6.1021e-10 0.0043 

Bull 3 0.6754 0.0143 0.0102 0.6057 0.0160 0.0103 

Bear 3 0.8040 0.0057 0.0053 0.4955 0.0109 0.0062 

Bull 4 1.8768 0.0026 0.0059 1.0128 0.0088 0.0099 

Bear 4 9.4750e+07 7.0229e-11 0.0076 3.9247e+07 1.7345e-10 0.0077 

Bull 5 1.3829 0.0017 0.0032 0.6242 0.0193 0.0128 

Malaysia 

Bull 1 1.0915 0.0055 0.0061 0.8949 0.0083 0.0076 

Bear 1* --- 0.2335 0.0246 0.0061 

Bull 2 0.6076 0.0146 0.0090 0.5599 0.0178 0.0101 

Bear 2* --- 0.2362 0.0339 0.0085 

Bull 3 6.1632e+07 5.9672e-11 0.0044 3.5624e+07 5.4335e-11 0.0027 

Bear 3* --- 0.3012 0.0153 0.0051 

* In this period, no contrarian stock identified. 



 

 

 

 

The optimum portfolio selection is done in all market states that have been 

analyzed in the first sub-chapter. But since there is no contrarian stock in the 

bearish period in Malaysia, the portfolio selection with contrarian stocks is only 

done in bullish periods. The results of the Sharpe ratio, risk, and return values 

of the two sets of optimal portfolios analyzed can be seen in Table 6.  

  

 
 

Fig. 4.  Sharpe ratio and efficient frontier curve between portfolio with contrarian stock (left) 

and without contrarian stock (right) in Indonesia’s 1st bullish period. 

Portfolios with contrarian stock have a bigger Sharpe ratio than portfolios 

without contrarian stocks in all periods, both in Indonesia and Malaysia. The 

bigger the Sharpe ratio means that the better the portfolio's performance. In 

Indonesia, contrarian stocks were able to contribute to increasing the Sharpe 

ratio by an average of 61.4%. The 141% increase in Bearish 4 was the Sharpe 

ratio's biggest improvement. Meanwhile, in Malaysia, contrarian stocks were 

able to increase the Sharpe ratio by an average of 34.5%. The biggest increase 

occurred in the Bullish 3 period, which was 73%. Figure 4 shows the Sharpe 

ratio comparison between the two portfolios in the Bullish 1 period in Indonesia 



 

 

 

 

and Figure 5 shows the Sharpe ratio comparison between the two portfolios in 

the Bullish 1 period in Malaysia. The green dot shows the optimal portfolio 

combination point. At the same optimal point, it can be seen that portfolios with 

contrarian stocks have a higher Sharpe ratio compared to portfolios without 

contrarian stocks. 

  

  
Fig. 5.  Sharpe ratio and efficient frontier curve between portfolio with contrarian stock (left) 

and without contrarian stock (right) in Malaysia’s bullish 1 period. 

Portfolios that including contrarian stocks tend to have lower levels of risk. 

In both countries, the average risk reduction is 33.9%. The greatest risk 

reduction occurred in Indonesia in bullish 5, where the level of portfolio risk 

with contrarian shares decreased by 91.19%. In Malaysia, the greatest risk 

reduction occurred in bullish 1, which was 33.7%. However, not all portfolio's 

risk has been reduced. In the Bearish 1 period in Indonesia, the addition of 

contrarian stocks in the portfolio caused an increase in the portfolio's risk by 

2.9%. However, the increase in risk is still smaller than the increase in return. 

In the same period, the increase in return was 3.8%. In Malaysia, there was also 



 

 

 

 

a 9.8% increase in portfolio risk in the Bullish 3 period. What is even more 

surprising, is that the increase in risk was compensated by the very large 

increase in portfolio return, which was 63%. 

Overall, the addition of contrarian stocks to the portfolio makes the 

portfolio's return decreased. This is consistent with the axiom of "high risk, high 

return". However, the decline in portfolio return was still smaller than the 

reduction in risk. Or in other words, with the same level of risk, a portfolio with 

contrarian stocks is able to provide a higher rate of return than a portfolio 

without contrarian stocks. 

The paired difference test is used to prove whether there is a significant 

difference in the value of the Sharpe ratio, risk, and return on the portfolio. From 

the test results described in Table 7, the Sharpe ratio value did not have a 

significant difference. Insignificant differences were also found in the return 

value obtained. The only significant difference is the risk value. Portfolios with 

contrarian stocks are proven to reduce the risk of these portfolios and are 

significantly different from portfolios without including contrarian stocks. The 

results of this study support research conducted by Respati [5], where the value 

of portfolio risk by including negative beta stocks and positive returns is 

significantly different from portfolios without negative beta stocks and positive 

returns. 

Table 7. Paired different test between Portfolio with and without contrarian stocks 

 Mean Std. Dev Std. Error 

Mean 

t Sig. 

(2-tailed) 

Sharpe Pre-Post -7.27E+06 1.69E+07 4.89E+06 -1.487 0.165 

Risk Pre-Post 0.0038 0.0054 0.0016 2.443 0.033* 

Ret Pre-Post 0.0014 0.0029 0.0008 1.636 0.130 

Pre = Portfolio without contrarian stock. Post = Portfolio with contrarian stock. 

*Differ significatnly between portfolio without contrarian stock and with contrarian stock 

at 95% confidence level 

5   Conclusions 

This research provides new insights of how useful the contrarian strategy 

is. The results show that in the period of 2014 to 2019, there are 5 bullish periods 

and 4 bearish periods identified in Indonesia, and 3 bullish periods and 3 periods 

identified in Malaysia. the value of constant expected duration in Malaysia is 

greater than in Indonesia for both the bullish and bearish periods, indicating that 

the bullish and bearish conditions will last longer, and the opportunity to change 

conditions from bullish to bearish or vice versa, is not as big as in Indonesia. 



 

 

 

 

Contrarian stocks were identified on both bullish and bearish in Indonesia, but 

only on bullish condition in Malaysia. This implies that we can’t find stocks that 

go upward and have positive return when the market in Malaysia is in bearish 

condition. However, the contrarian stocks in Indonesia are easier to find in 

bearish condition. This implies that when the market in Indonesia go down, 

there are some stocks that going up with positive return. And when these 

contrarian stocks included in portfolio selection, the contrarian stocks 

successfully contributed to minimize the portfolio risk and give greater portfolio 

performance. Level of risk from portfolio with contrarian stock also differ 

significantly with portfolio without contrarian stock. 

This study also provides some implications for investors. First, risk-averse 

and risk-neutral investors should include contrarian stock to their portfolio. The 

portfolio with contrarian stock shows a lower risk, so it will be suitable for those 

two kinds of investors. The lower the risk, the safer the investment would be. 

So, all the stakeholders, especially the investors, could conduct the investment 

more sustainably. Secondly, the investor needs to rebalance their portfolio 

periodically. In this research, portfolio combination in each period is a different 

one to another. It means that each period has its difference in optimum 

combination and the optimum portfolio in this period may differ to the previous 

and next period. And lastly, the portfolio selection method is important if the 

investor wants to include contrarian stock in their portfolio. The investor should 

use the Markowitz mean-variance model because the contrarian stock will not 

have excluded due to ERB calculation, not like the single index model method. 
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